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Sexual Harassment of Students

at

The Pennsylvania State University

Although educators have long been aware that students are sometimes

sexually harassed at school, we still have very little information on

the Ixtent of such harassment and its impact on the educational

environment. More specifically,
while we know that sexual harassment

takes place at Penn State, we do not know much about the general nature

of the incidents, their frequency, or their effect on the students

involved.

The first major section of this report presents data which leave no

doubt that sexual harassment is a serious problem at Penn State, as it

is at other universities (Benson and Thomson, 1982; Lott, Reilly, and

Howard, 1982; Wilson and Kraus, 1983; Perry, 1983). Women students at

Penn State frequently find that they must interact with educators who

shn4 ciexual interest in them which is inappropriate and which undermines

the efItxational process.

Tri- second major section of the report draws upon the data and

nn the experiences of people at other universities to suggest a number

of way-, in which the University could improve its sexual harassment

olicv tr, reduce the incidence of harassment and to deal with it more

effectively when it happens.



Sexual Harassment at Fenn State

What ls ?exit` Harassment?

In its broadest sense, the phrase "sexual harassment" refers to any

ob.lectionahle emphasis on the sexuality of one person by another.

However, a more restrictive use of the tern has recently taken

precedence over the general meaning, and "sexual harassment" has come to

he assoclate.1 with incidents in which organizationally based power is

the crt -tc.tl Plement. As Benson and Thomson (1482) have put it, the

problem is one or the "confluence of authority relations and sexual

interest." This report is concerned with the sexual harassment of

students by employees of the University, and will focus on incidents

which meet three criteria.

1. The incident involves conduct of a sexual nature, verbal or

ohysinal.

The conduct is obiectionahle to its recipient.

The initiator is a University employee in a position to affect

the victim's educational experience, academic record, and/or

employment or other opportunities based on educational

experience or record.

Two aspects of these criteria need to he highlighted. First, the

focus is on employees with power over the student. Incidents of

harassment from Penn State employees who had no power over the student'

in question, thou ph encountered in our research, are not included in our

statistics. The data presented below deal only with harassment from

people who were in a position to affect the student's educational

experience.
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4ecor14. Priterbia make no reference to the initiator's

Intent to mi3use
organizationally Pulsed power. The rwciniont of

unweInome sexual conduct from a person in a position of authority has no

direct aness to the intentions oe the harasser and cannot assume that

rebuff' will not be met by retaliation. As in all power relations

the aossibilitv of retaliatory action suffices to create a coercive

situation for the subordinate. Therefore, the professed or inferred

intentions of the initiators cannot he the basis for defining sexual

harassment.

The Study

During tne Spring Term, 10/ interviews were conducted with 615

'111 time female students at University park representing R7% or a

target sample nomnosed o9 two groups: a strict random sample of lac

graduate women and a strict random sample of 299 undergraduate women.

The race-to-floe interviews lasted from lc to 41) minutes and were

condunteti by trained interviewers.

The carenil random selection process, combined with the high

completion rate, minimizes the possibility sampling bias. Systematic

bias rrori reporting errors due to forgetting and/or embarrassment might

make the estimates of the extent of harassment a bit low, but we believe

that tne care taken in interview construction and administration has

minimized such problems. The depth interviews elicited detailed answers

to a number or questions about the circumstances in which harassment has

oevurred and about the responses of its victims and of the University.



-h, of +h.. investigation will be peesente4 In two marts.

First, -1 Apripr. of hrief excerpts from the interviews will provide a

sense, in the recipients' own words, of the nature of sexual harassment,

and some general Figures on frequency will be given. Second, data

will h presentA on characteristics of the incidents, their initiators

3nd their recipients.

Tee for Tvnen of Sexual Harassment

The ',Fanfare! lefinition of harassment (p. 1) includes incidents

which may vary iramaticallv in their particulars. Therefore, in order

'0 avoid ambizuitv and to take definitional issues out of the hands of

the responderts, questions were organized around four specific types of

:notrients. `The complete interview schedule is available from the

author;. 7Acn woman was asked whether anyone emoloved by Penn State had

ever ...

1. stared at or commented on her body in a suggestive way; or

lirated suggestive remarks or jokes towards her;

2. lnwelcome requests for dates with her;

-egtvisted or demanded her participation in sexual activity;

4. snide ohvsioalty aggressive sexual advances towards her or

tout,hel her on an ob.lectionable way.

Suggestive behavior: Remarks, staring at or commenting on one's body.

Approximately one out of every five women whom we interviewed had

experienced suggestive remarks, staring, or comments on her body from

somenne ln position of power. Although such incidents do not



necesserile
eieleirP t1 reelolent te respend explicitly to the

haraeseese. tee nnwer eontext is still often salient and the ineldents

ceeate prohlemntic etmomphere. The women whn fine

tneeselves to he targets of such behavior reoart feeling uneomfortahle,

angry nr emneeaseed, feelings that may affect decisions such as how

often to uo to class, where to sit, whether or not to seek help from a

partieller proreeser, what courses to take in the nature, and so on. A

few hrief examples are presented below to peoyide a sense of the tone of

such ineidents. The first three are from graduate students, the. last

two endergraduates.

112.. ie anew T was breaking up with my boyfriend. T was losing

weistht. Hot would make
comments about my holy and chest. We were

at a party and I had the same T-shirt on as he did and he made a

remarl ,'out the difference. I ivat walked away. I would say

didn't like hearing it or I'd just ignore him.... Tt was during

the time h' didn't know whether he could renew my assistantship. I

though, I ehoeldn't have had to put un with it.

7/V.. T wee more l iRe comments like you'll eo far heceuNe you're

very etttrective, you're comfortable with yourself. A lot of

emnhalie on the ettractive. Net comment ina on the subject

rfitt,ar.... A lot of scanning of ens holy. I prefer someone looks

me in *he eve (rather) than at me chest.

1-7. .
t4oull ee the collect oe several :iexual tomtits movie in

This eont!nued *hroeghout the term. At r4rst T was

fin1 then I realized I continues to he the ohject. I even

110ved mi 30At oeeeuse at first I was in a focal point, but it

continued no matter where I sat.

T ' *led to sit in the front in this class and !id notice while

n'e 4ns lecturing he'd look over lot and walk over to my side of

-we,. Oftentimes he seemed to he staring at me. My eriends

llno comment on this. They said it was leering. It made me

very .eicomfortable and concentration very difficult. T avoided

eoine nis office for help because T was afraid to go.

7(14. f assess it started with his whistling at me in the hall. He

was my td-aaner and he'd stare at me frequently in class and around

eameee. Me'I make comments like "Nice chest" or "You look really

eee..s in those .ieans," o',nments like that, definitely suggestive.



Anve!ning to get me ir.ritate. 4e does tnis to other eirls in the
ma tor, vent Just ign7Ire it. Tt happens all the time, and You lust
have to ignore it and not let it bother you.

tInweleome requests for dates. lne out of every twelve female students

ha: to le%: with unwelcome requests for dates from someone in a position

of power over her in the University. The dating of subordinates is a

practier. rerandtng whilh there seems to he considerable amhivalenee in

T fle aemdemul rommunitv. The issue was put in thi.s way by the official

who inndles harass =ment incidents at one malor university: "lie doWt

want fr' interfere with true love." The subtle problem, however, is that

true love shoute he interfere with if it is unreelprocated and foisted

Atnp a s,lhor,:inat.!. Therefnrql, while one might take the nositon that a

welcome reovIest for a late does not constitute harassment, a concern

with the iMPONitinn of relattonshins on subordinates does lead to the

conclusion th-at it in always inappropriate r,,r h person in a position of

power to .191'. ,;it suhorlinate, because such a ruquest is Potentially

harassinr.

On.- Ntne .ssue which is sometimes raise4 with regard to requests

!'or s,r.xual nature. While it could he arguel that many

dattnr. reationships are non-sexual, the dating situation is likely to

lead to sex. Furthermore, the line between reoeests for dates and

rgnuests for ,..ex is often very thin. The first example Illustrates this

hasic lmhiglit .

He tsked me out and I refUsed. Always being around and

cokes dire-lti-A towards my body. He kept telling me about spare
mat*,resses he had bought to soundproof his apartment, but hinted

r!guid he uqed for other Purposes. 30 T knew what he was

nintine. ;A. He'n one of the oeonle who are to read my thesis

9
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ceeet.-.j. 7 wanted to bp friendly and net alienate

nim

The s.morA exlmplo trig chosen ear its illustration of some of the more

ere.. 7!..; nf such alyarees on the quality of a student's education.

effects of wh:eh the harasser may be entirely unaware.

414. 4P was a prof from (another
department) working on a grant

JlT.t. other pears from my department. Therefore T would run into

pclriclioally and he would ask me out for lunch, dinner, drinks

and I sqld, "Ho." He kept asking. At the time this was happening T

InterNStPd in being on this pro.iect (grant) and his doing this

contributed to my not wanting to do it anvmnre.

Requests or demands for sex. The third ma for type or sexual harassment

involves a re:II:est or demand ror sexual involvement. nne out of ever,

flirty women interviewed had experienced this tvne of harassment. The

following example, an undergraduate dealing with a professor, provides a

striking illustration of the potential for a request to be transformed

into a demand when there is a eoneluence of sexual interest and

organt!ationallv derived power.

16a. Tt was a small lass and T was 1 leading student. I had gone

.)1.*:'Loe several times for help with homework assignments

(thin Ins iv 2nd term at the University, having iust come hacv to

7:cool divor(.11). he was friendly, took me to the coffee

shoo and bought me some cornee. This e0iendliness heoame something

ownerseio in his eves. He began calling me, waylaying me

before, and after class and generally made a pest oe himself. He

h,17an an/7ing me to go away with him on weekends. r went to my

,:other for advice and we decided that the hest thing to do was to

,mi it en!d. When I did, he threatened to withhold mv grades.

to71 ham 7 wouil go to the Dean if he did. It must have erightened

1;r1, 'lee's :gem stonoel. The total length of time was eight weeks,

Ind I never had him again.

Physical :cira-,4ment: PhvslIallY agPressive sexual advances and

objectionabie touhInz.
Approximately one out of every twelve women

whoa . !nt.f....!!we,1 ti,-t 1
nomff reIrm or physical harassment.

10
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Tho Itin(!rintinsm or the incidents sugst '.hit 1'- would he

'is. "' "n liTtinituish among five different tyres of ohYsioal

haras-ment.

F.'trRr. t.klere are occasional incidents of sexual assault. Although

only orlp! 1r our respondents reported such harassment, indicating that it

is site rar , we do have information from an informal call for

infomitIon ,-onlucted in 1981 regarding a number of other such incidents

at Denn State. and materials of the National Advisory Committee on

4nmen'n Flacltional Programs include a number of sexual crimes (Till,

1980: -141,

Second, some incidents oe physical harassment have a clear and

uctiqgqlsed intent on the part of the harasser to have both momentary

lontlt and to attemot to encourage the victim to nartietnate in

a norm !astinl, nexual encounter. The following example comes from a

graduate student who was harassed hy a faculty merrier who was her

advisor ail a member of her doctoral committee, as well Rs her teaoher.

4/;*. ; faculty olrnic T was given a ride hac to my

apartment tnd he gave me a ride home. tie 5topoed the car and got

out 4nd is'<ed me to get out. So I got out and he put his arms

nro.rne and T tried to remove them, then he attempted to kiss me

ane T Lnlei him we had better leave. We got hack into the car and

ht took ma home and he asked me if he could come up to my apartment

am 1 44,01, "Non. He told me that he had tneluence over my ioh and

my f!areer and that I should think about it. He mentioned

reciprocity and said that if I scratched his hack, he'd scratch

mine. :.dot out oe the car speechless. He acted casual about the

reiection and he kept telling me to relax and asked why r was so

nervous .

In this case the intent to misuse power in clear. The eollowing

inr!ieent or graduate student and her advisor, on the other hand, is a

^Ise In 401 tne harasser's intent to abuse hi% authority is more



411. !Wye worked together for two years. (a night we were

working late and he drove me hoses. Re tried to kiss me goodnight.

qe ',fractal kissing me a lot and tried to go further. 1' started

,wing. He stooped and we talked about it later several times and

he was very apolOgetic.

One mielt lsk whether this second account is simply an example of a man

malcin4 -11.rances and being rejected, an incident unrelated to sexual

harassment. When this student was asked later in the interview, *did

eau foiti that you might be punished in some way if you didn't go along

with him" she replied, 6T wondered whether it would hurt our working

relationship."

'"he, thirl type of physical harassment involves physical contact

which, though unabashedly sexual, does not seem to be an attempt to

fgrther participation from the victim. The first example comes

from a freshman who was harassed by a graduate student teaching

assistant.

1C1. 4e was my lab instructor. It started with some smart

nnmments in tne lab. Then there were typical pinches. He got

worse as the tern went on. He kept getting dirtier in his comments

and he would always rub up aginst me. He would never leave me

alone.

'one second exnmple involves a graduate student being harassed by the man

'"or whom she worked as a graduate assistant.

7A6. Students and faculty from my department were at happy hours

at a local bar. We had been drinking and standing together

.loninlizing. We were standing in the center of the room, facing

each other, when he reached out and made physical contact with MN

breast. Me maintained subtle contact for over 10 seconds. I was

shocked and somewhat confUsed, wondering if this contact was

leliberate. T soon realized it was deliberate, but tried not to

react in an attempt to stay °elm, and define the situation.

ceurth type of physical harassment is thinly disguised

momentary sexual contact. In these cases it seems that the harasser

1P.-, fint 40.sh to he openly sexual, but his actions helie his attitude.

12



°ollowing example is taken from the story of a graduate student

encountering a professor from her department.

442. I was walking from the TA cubicles to the department

mailboxes which were in the main office. The professor was there

and went out of his way to bump into me Pull frontal. He hit my

breasts with his chest and in the guise of steadying himself,

grabbed both my breasts. I do not believe it's aooidental on his

part. I had seen him do it to other female grad students and I had

heard from two other female grad students that he had done it to

them. First I pushed him away.
Then I gave him a murderous kick

in the leg on his bone.

The fifth type of physical harassment is touching which may not be

considered by the harasser to be sexual, but which is the kind of-

contact which would only be directed toward females and which is reacted

to as at least potentially sexual by the recipient. The first incident

involves a senior and her advisor; the second is a graduate student and

bar a,ivIlor who is also the director of her graduate program.

Oii. ...be's a very nice man but a little hit too friendly. He

knows my home town and visits occasionally.
When he first found

this out he thought it was neat. ',Very time I leave he hugs me and

gives me a kiss and I don't like it.

49(1. ...T would come in and talk to him about work I was doing in

independent study and he would come over and sit next to me, talk

to me, put his arm around me, cub my back. The big one was that he

would pull his chair next to me and rub my leg or knee and say that

he was just trying to make me feel more comfortable with him - "As

a first year graduate student you're obviously ill at ease with

faculty members." He did this repeatedly.

rlearly, the variability among these five types of physical

harassment is great. What all of the incidents have in common though,

is objectionable touching which must be reacted to in the context of a

power relation in which the recipient is a subordinate.

t3
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Summary. Almost one out or four (24%) of the women interviewed had been

harassed in at least one of the ways described above during their time

at Penn state. Figures from other studies would suggest that Penn State

students experience no more harassment than students at other

universities (Benson and Thomson, 1982; Lott, Reilly, and Howard, 1982;

Perry, 1081). However, a conversion or the estimate of 741 to absolute

numbers gives another perspective on the magnitude of the problem. The

best estimate would be that, of the 11,800 full-time women students

enrolled at University Park at the time of the study, about 2800 had

exnerienced sexual harassment in some form (See Appendix Al.

Two of the categories of sexual harassment clearly involve some

attempt at sexual contact with a student: nine percent (1 out of 11) of

the respondents had experienced either physical harassment or requests

or demands for sex. Thus, approximately 1070 of the women on campus had

had to deal with at least one of these clearly sexual types of

harassment. flnwelcome requests for dates affected 8% of the women, and

a total of 13% (1 out of 7) of the women interviewed had experienced at

least one of these first three categories of harassment. Therefore, our

best estimate would be that about 1500 of the women students on campus

at the time of the survey had had some sort of pass made at them by

someone in a position of power.

The final 12% of the totals, representing about 1300 women,

consists of students who had been the object only of suggestive remarks,

jokes, stares or comments about their body. While in comparison with

the other types of harassment such experiences may seem Cid, they

14
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clearly involve inappropriate behavior and, as our examples illustrate,

can have a significant effect on students' educational experience at

Penn State.

The rharecteristios of Sexual Harassment 7-.aidents

This section of the report presents details regarding the power

relation between harassers and victims, characteristics of victims,

consequences for the victim, and the reporting of incidents.

The Power Relationship,.

The existence of a power relationship between the harasser and the

student is a critical defining feature of harassment. Sixty-eight

percent of the harassment incidents involved faculty members, P.O'

involved graduate students who were in a position of power over the

student, with the other 12% distributed among counselors, physicians,

lab technicians, and other assorted positions.

Tn the incidents involving undergraduates about 7 out of 10 of the

harassers were the victim's teacher at the time of the harassment

incident, thus in a position to have an immediate effect on the

educational experience of the student and on her grades. In 8% of the

incidents the harasser was her current advisor, and in RI of the oases

he was her job supervisor on campus. In a few cases the harasser held

more than one of these power positions and altogether, 814 of the

undergraduate incidents involved at least one of these positions of

clear and immediate power. (For other relationships, see Appendix R,

Tattle 11,

For Rraduate students the power relationship is equally clear, but

organized somewhat differently. The harasser was a current teacher in

t5



12% of the incidents, but 53% of the cases involved a faculty member in

ver department. Members of a graduate student's department may have

important effects on decisions regarding her program, funding, and

general reputation within hfr field. Thirteen percent of the graduate

student incidents involved a current advisor and 9% of the incidents

involved a member of the graduate student's committee. Eight percent of

the harassers were the student's job supervisor on campus and 18% of

the incidents involved either a department head or a director of the

student's graduate program. Altogether, 87% of the graduate student

incidents involved someone in at least one of these positions of power.

The power relationship is further accentuated by the settings in

which the harassment incidents ocoured. FOrty-two percent of the

incidents took place in the harasser's office, and another 40% in a

classroom or laboratory. It is therefore not surprising that many of

the students who had been harassed were aware of the power dimension.

In 26t of the incidents the women felt that they might be punished if

they did not go along with the harasser and in ;1% they felt that they

might be rewarded. Altogether, 36% thought they might be rewarded or

punished or both, and for incidents involving physical harassment,

requests for sex or requests for dates the figure is 40%.

Characteristics of Victims. Graduate students were more likely to have

been harassed than were undergraduates. Overall, 28% of the graduate

students interviewed had been harassed, as compared with 19% of the

undergraduates. There are two possible explanations for this

differential. Graduate students have considerably more in common with

their instructors than do undergraduates, including

16
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interests; and they are probably more likely to find themselves

relatively private settings together.

Harassment victims were found in 65 departments and in every

college of the University. Although a few colleges and majors were

overrepresented with regard to harassment, the most faithfUl

representation of the situation is that the harassment of students

occurs throughout the University.

Finally, while it may seem unnecessary to point this out, sexual

harassment is most often directed to women. Although the 1982 sample

included only women, a preliminary study of a random sample of 100 men,

done in the spring of 1981 uncovered only one incident of sexual

harassment.

Consequences for the Victim. Harassment victims were presented with a

list of possible reactions and asked to indicate their
feelings at the

time of the incident. Most of the women were surprised (681) and/or

shocked (41%), and felt at least uncomfortable (90%) or embarasseW

:71%). Stronger reactions included anger (63%) and disgust (54%).

Twenty-five percent felt helpless, 32% felt trapped and 22% were

frightened. (For other reactions, see Appendix 8, Table 3).

With regard to the long-term effects of the incidents, 30% of the

victims said the harassment had changed their plans or behavior; the

changes included avoiding the professor, changing a major, not taking a

course, or not putting the professor on one's committee. Fifty percent

reported a change in their relationship with the harasser, and 33%

reported a change in their general attitude toward faculty members. The

clanger generally centered around a lack of trust. The educational

17
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experience for these women, then, was quite different than it would have

been had they not been harassed.

Reporting of Incidents. Only 4% of the incidents were reported to a

Department Head or to another administrator. Twenty percent of the

victims at least talked to a faculty member about the incident and 2%

talked to the Resident Assistant in their dormitory. All -inall, 21% of

the incidents were known to someone who might have taken some action,

but as far as the victims knew, no action was taken in any of the

incidents.

It is not altogether surprising that 4 out of 5 of the incidents

were never reported to anyone in authority. Only 22% of the victims

said they had ever seen the section on sexual harassment in the Student

Handbook. As a result most victims probably do not know exactly what

constitutes sexual harassment or what to do about it if they think it

has happened to them.

18



The Reduction of Sexual Harassment

The University can reduce the incidence and the impact of sexual

harassment in two ways: First, stop the harassment before it occurs;

second, react appropriately if it does happen.

Prevention.

The University must take a strong, public and continuing stand

against the sexual harassment of students. The first step in this

direction has already been taken. Since 1981, the University has.had an

explicit policy against the sexual harassment of students, published in

both the Student Handbook and the Faculty Handbook. However, with

regard to the prevention of sexual harassment there are two MOW

problems with the policy: (1) sexual harassment is too narrowly defined

and (2) the policy lacks sufficient visibility.

Definition. The University definition of sexual harassment with

regard to students reads as follows!

Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other
verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual
harassment where submission to or rejection of such conduct by a
student is used as a basis for decisions affecting such student.
(Faculty Handbook, 1981, p. 60; Student Handbook, 1983, p. 6,)

A strict reading of this policy would allow professors to threaten their

students as long as they did not carry out their threats. Even a more

liberal reading would give both faculty and students the impression that

whatever a professor does is not harassment unless he openly intends to

abuse his power by basing decisions regarding the student on her sexual

conduct rather than on the appropriate grounds. Not only is intent

difficult to prove, but as we have argued above, the inherent ambiguity

19



of intent in such situations forces upon the victim a decision-making

dilemma which the University must not allow.

We would recommend that the University define the sexual harassment

of students in the same way that sexual harassment of employees is

defined. The following phrase is taken from the University's definition

of sexual harassment of employees: 0... or such conduct has the purpose

or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual's work

performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working

environnent." (Faculty Handbook, 19819 p. 60) Subsituting the term

"educational" for the term "work* and "working" in that phrase would

provide students with the same protection which the University accords

its employees.

Publicity. A sexual harassment policy can prevent harassment only

if potential harassers are aware of the University's commitment to its

position. (fur data show that only 17% of Penn State woman (22% of the

harassment victims) had read the statement in the Student Handbook; the

figure for faculty would probably be even lower.

There are a number of simple and inexpensive means by which the

University could make faculty and students aware of its harassment

policy. First, each year the President could write a letter to

University administrators and teaching personnel (including graduate

assistants), stating the University policy and emphasizing the

administration's commitment to the prevention of sexual harassment.
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Second, the President's message could be oommunicated through a

large display ad published in the Collegian every semester, to insure

that it repeatedly reaches all sectors of the University community.

Third, the issue of sexual harassment could receive regular

treatment in orientation programs for students and faculty. The

President's letter could be included in faculty and student orientation

materials.

The steps suggested above should considerably decrease the

incidence of sexual harassment at Penn State. Staff who are unaware of

the problems produced by the confluence of their authority and their

sexual interest will be enlightened. Those who have knowingly abused

their power will be forewarned of the possible consequences.

Official Reaction to Harassment Incidents

There are two important aspects of the University's official

rencti,In to incidents of sexual harassment.
The first is the

University's statement of its general procedures and the principles

which will govern its reaction; the second is its response to specific

reported eases of harassment.

Statement of Procedures. The University can take no action to stop

a harasser unless his behavior is reported. The preventive steps

recommended above would not only reach faculty, but would also help to

make students aware of University policy and appropriate reporting

procedures. It is further necessary, however, that the statements of

procedures themselves be designed to encourage women to report

harassment.
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The current statement in the Student Handbook (p. 6) reads as

follows:

Alleged incidents of sexual harassment in which a student

feels that he or she is a viotim may be discussed informally and

confidentially with a staff member (either a woman or a men), in

accordance with the wishes of the student. At University Park, the

staff member is appointed by the vice president for student

affairs. Students at other locations should consult their deWor

director of student affairs to obtain the sass of the staff

member. If appropriate, the staff member will attempt to resolve

the problem. If the matter is not resolved to the satisfaction of

the student, Procedures for Resolving Student Allegations of

Discrimination, as outlined, may be invoked by the student.

This statement of procedure has three drawbacks. First, it may sees to

students to require contact with a threatingly high level administrator

(the vice president for student affairs at University Park, a dean or

director of student affairs at the branch campuses). Second, the Vice

President, Dean, or Director in question is likely to be a man, and one

for whom the problem of sexual harassment is a minor part of his

administrative duties. Third, the procedure has an ad hoc appearance;

it seems that the student will first have to tell her story to one

person, then he passed on to someone else who may have no special

training and perhaps no special interest in problems of sexual

harassment.

To encourage reporting, the policy statement must communicate the

University's commitment to the confidential, sympathetic, and effective

handling of cases of sexual harassment. The following amended statement

makes such commitment clearer and should reduce student fears regarding

who they will have to report to and how the case will be handled:



At each campus there is a female staff member who is assigned to
handle, cases or sexual harassment. At University Park her name may
he obtained from the office of the Vice President for Student
Affairs; At the branch campuses it may be obtained from the office
of the Dean or Director of Student Affairs.

If % student feels that she/he has been a victim of sexual
harassment, the incident should be discussed with the designated
staff member. All such discussions are completely confidential and
ts3 action will be taken unless the student so wishes. If
appropriate, the staff member will attempt to resolve the problem
through informal procedures. If the matter is not resolved to the
satisfaction of the student, Procedures for Resolving Student
Allegations of Discrimination, as outlined, may be invoked by the
student.

Handling of Specific Cases. Each harassment incident, victim, and

perpetrator presents unique characteristics, and the possibilities For

University action must be flexible enough to allow for reactions

appropriate to each individual ease. The procedures available to the

designated staff member must range from oonfidential consultation and

advice to the victim, through formal disciplinary action against the

harasser.

Confidential consultation. Most victims of sexual harassment are

interested =17 in being left alone, not in retribution. Their primary

need is confidential contact with a person who can provide them with

informed advice regarding alternative tactics which they can use

themselves to stop the harassment.

One tactic which has proven effective in an MIT program is the

delivery of a letter to the harasser from the victim. The letter should

(1) clearly state the behaviors involved, including (where possible)

dates, locations, etc., (2) present the victim's reactions to those

behaviors, and (3) indicate the action which the victim wishes the

harasser to take now, e.g., change her grade, stop calling her
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apartment, 4o not speak to her, etc. A copy of the letter should be

kept by tne victim, and the original delivered to the harasser in the

presence of a witness. Fxperienoe at MIT suggests that this procedure

stops the harassment against the complaining student and, fUrther that

notified harassers also stop bothering other students.

Official Contact with the Harasser. In some oases it may be

necessary that the administrative officer responsible for harassment

oases contact the harasser directly to inform him of the student

complaint(s). In such cases, the identity of the particular

complainants(s) may still be kept confidential.

If this approach is ineffective, the next step might be an informal

mediational process such as that used at Yale College (Brandenburg,

1,1821.

Finally, if all other approaches fail, or if disciplinary action is

deemed necessary, and one or more of the victims is

willing to prvetted further, formal disciplinary action may be taken.
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Summary of %commendations

In tight of the documented extent of sexual harassment of students

at Penn State, the following ten steps are recommended.

1. Appoint a remote staff der at each campus to handle

cases of sexual harassment with the power to hold in complete

confidence any conversation regarding speoifie incidents of

sexual harassment.

2. Develop a packet of training materials for the staff members

appointed to deal with sexual harassment.

1. Revise the definition of sexual harassment of students to

make it comparable to that regarding the harassment of

employees, i.e., to include any sexual 'misbehavior which

creates a hostile educational environment (see pp. 18.17).

4. Revise the policy statement to make it clear that there is

a woman appointed at each campus to regularly handle oases of

sexual harassment (see pp. 18-20).

5. Revise the policy statement to make it clear that all

discussions of specific incidents of sexual harassment are

confidential and that no action will be taken without the
student's consent (see pp. 18.20).

6. Distribute an annual letter from the President to teaching

and administrative personnel emphasizing the University's

commitment to the elimination of sexual harassment (see pp.

17-18).

7. Present the statement of the University's sexual

harassment policy every semester an a lull -page display ad in

the Collegian (see pp. 17 -18).

Include the issue of sexual harassment as a regular part

of orientation programs and materials for students and faoulty

(see pp. 17-18).

4. Purchase the training program, "Tell Someone", designed

at the University of Michigan to discourage sexual harassment.

10. Consider the appropriateness for Penn State of the

mediation procedure used at Tale. See Brandenburg, 1982.

Appendix

All of these recommendations could be implemented immediate17, easily,

and at minimal cost to the University.
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Appendix A

Number or Women at University park Experiencing Sexual Harassment

Percent Number*
1. Physical harassment ft

2. Requests or demands for sex 2% 236

3. Unwelcome requests for dates 8% 944

4. Suggestive behavior 20% 2360

4.41.m.41,MIPO.M.=.Wn=40410,0ftwmpaomm.m.mmdmmlpmatalladimaMhmmwmlimmlmmlftsimane

Sub-total** of physical harassment and
requests or demands for sex 8% 944

Sub-total of physical harassment,
requests or demands for sex, and
unwelcome requests for dates 13%

Total of all four types of harassment 24%

1534

2832

Ord00.411m.wilegla.W.m...WisbaRmOdnwe.owemmummombasmImMmankmaDMANIMMID.M

*Estimate based on the sample percents and enrollments, Spring, 1982.

**The sub-totals and totals do not correspond to the sum of the
categories involved because some women experienced more than one kind of
harassment.
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Appendix B

Tables of Characteristics or Sexual Harassment 'incidents
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Table 8.1

Power Relationship Between Victim and Harasser
at the Time of the Incident

Power Relationship.

(ns125)

Undergraduate Incident'

Percent of

Current teacher 70% 32%

Fast teacher 81 17%

Current advisor 8% 13%

Fast advisor 6% 5%

Faculty member, victim's dept. 17% 53%

Member of victim's °committee 9%

Job supervisor 85 8%

Administrator 0% 18%

'Percents do not add to 100 because a harasser could hold multiple
positions.
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Table 8-2

Settings in Which Incidents Occurred

(n2126)

atn-NE Percent of Incidente

Class or Lab 40%

Harasser's Office 421

Victim's Office 10%

Elsewhere on campus 26%

Harasser's Home 7%

Victim's Home 2%

Party 10%

Bar 12%

Other 18%

*Percents do not add to 100 because some incidents involve

multiple locations.
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Table 14.3

Victim's Reactions at the Time of the Incident

(n :126)

Reaction Percent of Incidents'

Shocked
41%

Surprised 68%

Rmbarassed 71%

Uncomfortable 90%

ConfUsed 32%

Frightened 22%

Helpless
25%

Trapped
32%

Angry
63%

Insulted 50%

Disgusted 54%

Dirty 3%

Used
18%

guilty 7%

Ashamed
6%

Flattered 24%

Didn't bother her
10%

'Percents do not add to 100 because victims could indicate

multiple reactions.
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Table 13-4

Reporting of Incidents

(n2125)

Accident of Report Percent of incidents*

Administrator 3%

Campus Police 0%

Harasser's Department Head 3%

Victim's Resident Assistant 2%

Victim's Advisor 9%

Faculty Member Other Than Advisor 12%

Female Friend 70%

Male Friend 38%

Parents 14%

Other 14%

*Percents do not add to 100 because victims indicated all

individuals to whom the incident was reported.
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